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Membership REPORT
Susan Paul
I am very pleased to report that this year we have
a paid up membership of 229. There were 23
new members (a good number) and we welcome
them. There were 7 resignations and 19 unpaid
subscriptions who have received reminder letters.
We strive to be a friendly Trust and if you are new
do introduce yourselves to the Council, most of
whom do attend the events.
Membership subscriptions for next year will be
due on 1 April 2012.
Current subscriptions:

Individual £10.00
Student
£5.00
Family
£15.00
Corporate £25.00

BURSARY
Unfortunately, there were no new applicants for
bursaries during the year.

DEADLINE & DETAILS FOR
SUBMISSIONS TO SPRING
2012 NEWSLETTER
See page 22
Disclaimer
The views expressed in this
Newsletter are those of the
contributors and do not necessarily
represent those of Suffolk Gardens
Trust. Whilst every effort is made to
check the information provided, the
editor and Suffolk Gardens Trust
cannot be held responsible for any
inaccuracies contained in this
publication.
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Stanny House Farm, SGT visit in September
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Loudham Hall garden. Courtesy Edward Martin

Patron’s REPORT

Gabriella Marlesford

I

t seems almost impossible that the summer has past already, partly because we
seem to have seen so little real summer weather and partly because we seem all
to have done so much since the last newsletter.
The Garden Trust is in very good heart and we have had a very successful year
with a most imaginative events programme and my thanks to the splendid team
of Stephen Beaumont, Diane Boyd, Judith Gowland and Eleanor Soar. I also wish
to thank those very generous and kind people who have opened their gardens to
the Trust: I am well aware of all the work that goes into making the gardens look
as beautiful and cared-for as they do and what a lot of this hard work has had to
be done in very uncertain weather, grabbing every opportunity to weed and trim.
I particularly want to mention the AGM at Thornham Walks which was both
very interesting and very moving.The garden relies on help from the County
Council and from volunteers to work with vulnerable people in the local
community and is a shining example of the healing value of horticulture.
The annual garden party, this time at Loudham Hall courtesy of Mr and Mrs
Michael Lynch, was exceptionally well-attended and we all admired the
imaginative planting and grand sweeps of colour with drifts of pale pink cleome
and monarda and the massed clumps of lavender. The pool garden with palms and
agapanthus looked wonderfully exotic and belied the bad weather. I must also
mention the delicious food prepared by the members of the committee who really
excelled themselves in providing canapes worthy of a high-end caterer!
I want to thank all the members of the Council again for their hard work and
for all the time they give to make the Trust the success it is. I want particularly to
thank Polly and Nigel for all they do and I’m sure you will all join me in sending
Polly our best wishes for a swift recovery from her most recent injury.
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Holkham Hall WALLED GARDEN
Jenny Broster gives us some of the highlights of the WKGG visit to
this eighteenth century garden
Tim Marshall [right] with members of the WKGG. Courtesy Jenny Broster.

M

embers of the Walled Kitchen Garden Group ventured across the county
boundary to Norfolk in August and enjoyed a conducted tour of the walled
garden at Holkham Hall. ‘An exciting project is underway at Holkham to restore
the 6½ acres of walled gardens which were originally laid out by Samuel Wyatt
during the late 1700s. The project is estimated to take four to five years to complete
and is now in it's second year.’ Head gardener, Tim Marshall showed us around and
answered our many questions. The first stop was in the orangery, built opposite the
venetian gate entrance into the walled garden. According to Tim, despite being
called an orangery, it has always been used as a vinery.
The reason for our trip was the ‘spectacular stand of large Victorian
greenhouses which have been renovated back to their original splendour with the
help of English Heritage’. They were indeed impressive, both in size and in
attention to detail. There was a lot of beaver tailed glass to admire. ‘There are also
sunken greenhouses… scheduled for renovation in the near future.’ When the
project is finished, one acre will be retained as a kitchen garden to supply the
catering requirements of the Estate.
Also of interest was a detached mushroom house, which from the outside
looked more like an ice house. (There is an ice house elsewhere on the Estate.)

For more information and to follow the progress of the project, the website from which
these quotes have been taken, gives further information.
http://www.holkham.co.uk/html/walledgardens
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Walled Kitchen Gardens GROUP

Adam Paul

W

hen I was looking through the number of folders holding excellent
background information for our walled kitchen garden research, I realised
how many visits we had made over the years. I must thank Nigel Surry for
providing much of this extensive information, and to our group’s enthusiastic and
dedicated research on the visits, not withstanding very mixed weather at times!
Our first 2010–11 season visit was to Theberton House last September which
raised more questions than answers! We came across a most interesting building –
currently a circular thatched fruit store – and of particuler note was a cast-iron
barrel roof on one of the glasshouses. The second visit, in October, was to Saxham
Hall. This is a substantial property and an unusual feature is a circular walled bay,
which perhaps stored manure that could have been pitched through an opening to
a bed for melons or cucumbers on the other side.
In the cold month of February our third visit was to Nowton Park – a large park
presently used by the general public for a ‘day out’. There is a fine lime avenue
leading up to the back of the main house, which is rather unusual. Little remains
of the kitchen garden, which taxed our detective powers. The final and fourth visit
in March was to Woodside in Constitution Hill, Ipswich. From the Ipswich by-pass
I had often seen the chimney belching out smoke and longed to visit it. Here we
saw a fine and elaborate dipping pond, which had similar decoration to that found
on the main house. Some of the lower glasshouses were without traditional
gutters – the rain falling into a brick drain directly off the glass. This then ran into
a cast-iron drain and into a surface-walled well. At the time of our visit Woodside
was for sale, and we left hoping that the site would not become a housing
development.
Dates for the 2011–12 season’s visits will soon be available from Nigel Surry (tel:
01787 370953) or myself (tel: 01728 723670), and new recruits to our group are
always welcome.

Research & Recording GROUP

Patricia Shepherd

T

he database research is continuing and goes from strength to strength; it is a
most satisfying task visiting heritage gardens in Suffolk, researching their
history and then placing the information into the database to be read, used and
enjoyed by others. Join us, no experience necessary!
Tel: 01379 870172
email: pmshepherd@aol.com
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A Garden of SUFFOLK FLOWERS
Suffolk Punch Trust is developing a new garden and Sarah Cook
asks for your help and support.

S

uffolk is a county rich in gardens and also many cultivated plants which have
been bred here, introduced by Suffolk companies and Suffolk people; or which
have a strong connection with the county in some other way.
Several years ago Plant Heritage, recognising the need to maintain these plants
explored the idea of a Suffolk Garden, and under the guidance of Ivan Dickings
assembled a long list of ‘Suffolk Plants’. Unfortunately, for a number of reasons
the proposed garden at Otley College never took off, but luckily all the research
was retained. Thus, when the Suffolk Punch Trust decided that a garden of
Suffolk plants (and an orchard of Suffolk fruit) would fit very well with their
work maintaining Suffolk’s own Heritage Heavy Horse and other Suffolk breeds
of farm animal, they have been able to use the work already done by Plant
Heritage.
Jim and I have got involved with this project through my collection of Irises
bred by Sir Cedric Morris, some (or maybe all) of which will be fitted into the
garden along with the other plants which Morris introduced into horticulture.
We are now helping the Suffolk Punch Trust find and collect together as many
Suffolk plants as possible for the garden.
The first decision to make is obviously what constitutes a Suffolk plant? At
present we have decided on the following: Plants bred or introduced by ‘Suffolk
People’ (do we need a definition of this?), or a Suffolk company. For example
Notcutts, Thompson and Morgan or Fred Barcock’s Nursery; Cedric Morris or
Jenny Robinson, Lewis Hart and of course Joan Schofield – two of whose pinks
were the free plant at the Spring Fair; plants named for a Suffolk Person; plants
named for a Suffolk place (normally bred by a Suffolk resident); plants with a
strong Suffolk connexion e.g Rosa ‘Omar Kyam’, (Edward Fitzgerald who
translated the Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam was a Woodbridge man, the rose was
propagated from seed from a plant on the tomb of Omar Khayyam at Nashipur,
and planted on Fitzgerald’s tomb.
The Suffolk Punch Trust, driven by Margaret Wyllie, the wife of one of the
trustees, is making good progress on the project. The site has been deer fenced
and a design drawn by Sonia Burrows. If you visit the Suffolk Punch Trust you
can see the design plan and explanation of the project. School children are
already working on the site, growing vegetables donated by Thompson and
Morgan, and learning about gardening. The garden will be a great resource for
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The damask rose ‘Omar Khayyam’ which was found on the grave of the poet Omar Khayyam in
Nashipur. Propagated from seed, the rose was planted on the grave of Edward Fitzgerald in
Boulge churchyard, near Woodbridge, Suffolk.

them to learn about their heritage as well as the value of gardening, and hopefully
in the end they may be growing and maintaining Suffolk vegetables and annual
flower cultivars.
Now, the main thrust is searching out and obtaining the plants. Hopefully,
members of Suffolk Gardens Trust will be able to help at this stage. The people
and companies mentioned above are on the original list, but there are certainly
more to add. For example, the Rev. Stanley Stringer from Occold near Eye, bred
a range of Pelargoniums (all called Deacon…), and I have recently been told of
two other Pelargonium breeders from Suffolk. Please let me know if you can add
to our list of Suffolk plant breeders, introducers, or Suffolk people immortalised
in plants (sadly our quest for the tulip named after the brilliant D.J. John Peel,
may not succeed).
Do any of you grow any Suffolk plants which you would be willing to
propagate and give to the Suffolk Punch Trust’s Garden? This would save the
charity a lot of expense, and is also essential if the plants are no longer
commercially available (for example, as yet we have not been able to locate,
among many others, any of Lewis Hart’s plants). Would you be able to write a
short history/biography of any of the Suffolk companies or people to be featured
in the garden, as this will form an important part of the background knowledge?
The project is very much in its infancy and needs much support. Please, if you are able
to help this worthwhile project with plants, advice, history etc., would you contact me on
01473 822400 or email: sarah@malmaisons.plus.com
S U F F O L K
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News in BRIEF
The Association of Gardens
Trusts YEARBOOK 2011
2011 saw the launch of the AGT’s first Annual
Yearbook, a welcome event, giving helpful
publicity not only to our parent body, but also
to the 16 county trusts (including Suffolk), that
provided articles illustrating their many and
varied activities. Some members have already
collected their free copy at this year’s events,
and we intend to make more available during
the winter lecture season. If you prefer for one
reason or another to receive your copy by
post, please enclose a stamped addressed
envelope for 58p, A5 size (9ins x 61⁄2 ins), to
Polly Burns or Nigel Surry at 177, Melford
Road, Sudbury, CO10 1JU.
NS

The Journal of GARDEN
HISTORY
The Trust would like to thank Mrs Jean Wheeler
for her recent generous donation. We now
hold a complete run of this periodical from
1985 to 2010. Do you have an unwanted
earlier series? If so we’d be delighted to hear
from you.
NS

Chelsea Awards
Suffolk exhibitors achieved an
impressive range of results at
this year’s Show, including a
Silver award to Richard Drane,
Lawshall (Floral Marquee);
Silver Gilt: Roger Harvey,
Harveys
Garden
Plants,
Thurston (Floral Marquee);
Suzanne Hind, for Homebase,
Bardwell,( Show Garden);
Sara
Tye,
John
Wood
Nurseries, Pettistree, (Small
Garden); Mr M. Clare, Potash
Nursery,
Bacton
(Floral
Marquee).Bronze: Rebecca
Fairbairn, Basildon Bond, Red
Lodge, (Artisan Garden). Merit:
Ms L. Drayton, Italian Terrace
Ltd., Rede (Tradestands); Mr
B.Alabaster, Brian Alabaster
Ltd., (Tradestands); Devi Singh,
Thompson’s Gallery, Aldeburgh
(Tradestands); Karen Bransby,
Squareroot Garden Plants,
Lavenham (Tradestands). NS

A Wildlife garden at FLATFORD
The Royal Society for the Protection of Birds opened its first wildlife garden in Suffolk
on the 11th of August, at Flatford. The garden formerly belonged to two sisters,
Sylvia and Margaret Richardson, who ran a tea room on the site for many years,
and bequeathed the land to the RSPB, who decided to transform it into a wildlife
garden. The result of 10 years hard work is described by the RSPBs head gardener,
Shirley Boyle, as somewhere that was ‘a delight to develop and plant.’ It is hoped
that the garden will encourage members of the public to make spaces for wildlife in
their gardens, to assist the survival of many birds, insects and small mammals. Why
not come and see for yourselves? The garden is open daily from 9am until 5pm, and
admission is free. For those who know Flatford, the garden is just up the lane from
the site of Constable’s Haywain. Otherwise, please tel: 01206 391 153 or email:
stourestuary@rspb.org.uk
NS
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News in BRIEF
Local History AWARD

Flying the Flag in
WOODBRIDGE
For the tenth year in succession Elmhurst
Park in Woodbridge has received The
Green Flag Award (the national standard
for parks and green spaces). Highlights
for this year are a mixed border
designed by SGT founder Paul Miles,
with pink, blue and white flowering
plants especially to attract bees and
butterflies and planted by the
Woodbridhe Town Council’s contractor,
Suffolk County Grounds Service. Also the
Elmhurst Kitchen Garden, a community
allotment created by the Woodbridge
Growers in the park’s old nursery area.
The Friends of Elmhurst Park and Open
Spaces have funded the labelling of the
major trees in the park. Ruth Ingham

A valuable member of the Walled
Kitchen Garden Group, Tony Broster,
has received a prestigious national
award from the British Association of
Local History (BALH) for his research
and paper ‘An investigation of gas
production in the nineteenth century
with particular reference to East
Suffolk’, first published in the journal
of the Framlingham & District Local
History & Preservation Society (5th
series, number 15, April 2010). His
work covers the history of production,
including its use for street lighting, in
the towns of Aldeburgh,
Framlingham, Leiston, Saxmundham,
Southwold and Wickham Market.
Well done Tony.
Ed

The March of the Pylons
PART 2
The campaign against the march of the
pylons described in Newsletter No.31,
Spring 2010, seemed close to defeat
against the intractable opposition of the
National Grid, despite the efforts of Stour
Valley Underground, three of the county’s
MPs, the Suffolk Preservation Society, the
local press and the portfolio holder for roads,
transport and planning at the County Council
– to name but a few. The National Grid
began a series of public meetings in July to
justify its policy, but in August, the Defence
Minister , Liam Fox wrote to Chris Huhne, the
Energy Secretary, urging him to insist that the
National Grid bury the power lines,
abandoning the need for pylons. The result of this intervention will be awaited with
considerable interest by all the parties concerned.
NS
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WORKING TOGETHER
News from the Association of Gardens
Trusts Conference 2011

T

he conference, held at Oxford, from the 2nd until the 4th of September
included an important presentation by Jonathan Lovie and Dominic Cole,
updating the Joint Feasibility Study between the AGT, Parks and Gardens Data
Base, Garden History Society and the Garden Museum, a survey of the work
undertaken by the four organisations in potential partnership, to further establish
ways in which collaboration may be encouraged in areas such as conservation,
research and events – avoiding unnecessary duplication of effort, to the benefit of
all concerned. The Business Meeting attended by 60 members, was addressed by
Dominic Cole, Chairman of the Garden History Society, who stressed the need for
all of us to work together, our overriding purpose to protect historic gardens and
the historic landscape.
There will be no funding for the AGT from
English Heritage in this financial year, and no
definite promise for the following two years,
unless substantial progress is made on this
project, against a wider background of cuts in
government spending. Your Council decided at
its meeting on 23rd June, to raise the affiliation
fee from £1.00 per member to £1.50, to assist
our parent body in its current financial
difficulties. However, it should be stressed, this
will not mean a rise in our membership
subscription, which has remained unchanged
since 1995.
Uneasiness has been expressed in various
quarters that ‘Working together’ may impinge
on the autonomy of the county gardens trusts,
from the onset of these discussions more than a
year ago, but we are assured by the AGT’s
Committee of Management that this will not
be the case, and as recognised charities our
independence is safeguarded. However, your
Council will keep a close eye on future
Crazy wall or what! I just had to
developments, without ignoring the
include this photo, even though it has
nothing to do with the AGT
importance of retaining funding for our parent
conference! Ed.
body from English Heritage.
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Winter lectures 2011–2012

Patricia Shepherd

With the autumn almost with us, once again it’s time to organise the winter lectures.
It would be very helpful for my book-keeping if you could keep booking in advance,
as most of you manage to do!
Please book in advance on the application slips and send them to
me: Patricia Shepherd, Mallow House, 8 Lambseth Street, Eye
IP23 7AG Tel: 01379 870 172

SATURDAY 26 NOVEMBER 2011, 2.30–4.30
Brandeston Village Hall, The Street, Brandeston, IP13 7AD
Edward Martin: ‘Visions of Paradise in the Gardens of the Ancients’
As well as being a former Chairman of the SGT, Edward is also a professional
archaeologist who specialises in landscape history. In this talk he will be exploring
what archaeology (with a little help from art history and the written word), can tell
us about early gardens and visions of the people who created them. The focus will
be on the gardens of the Persians, the Egyptians and, in particular, the Romans.

SATURDAY 3 MARCH 2012, 2.30–4.30
Brandeston Village Hall, The Street, Brandeston, IP13 7AD
Gillian Mawrey: ‘Telling the world about Historic Gardens’
Gillian Mawrey, prize-winning author of ‘The Gardens of English Heritage,’
describes how she started Historic Gardens Review and the fun (and pitfalls) of
offering prizes for garden restoration.

SATURDAY 31 MARCH 2012, 2.30–4.30
Brandeston Village Hall, The Street, Brandeston, IP13 7AD
Nicholas Newton: ‘The Essence of Gardening and Why We Garden At All’
Nicholas Newton is a garden designer and consultant based in Suffolk. In the last
15 years he has worked on a wide range of commissions from formal country
house gardens to coastal retreats and contemporary town gardens. He also works
in commercial landscape design and tree surveying in relation to proposed
developments. He is a registered member of the Society of Garden Designers and
an associate of the Landscape Institute.
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Inspired by REDOUTÉ
Inspired by the work of Joseph-Pierre
Redouté, Suzy Powling attended a
botanical painting workshop at the
Fitzwilliam Museum in Cambridge.

F

rom 19 July to 30 October the Fitzwilliam
Museum in Cambridge is staging a small
exhibition of flower paintings by Joseph-Pierre
Redouté (1759–1840), celebrated as the
finest botanical draughtsman of his age,
accompanied by examples of the work of
students at his school of botanical drawing
in Paris.
Rosa moschata
The education department at the museum
had the bright idea of holding a one-day botanical painting workshop of their
own to run alongside the exhibition. Under the title Following Redouté, a dozen
of us were assembled in the museum’s basement studio on 28 July to see if we
could get anywhere close to the perfection exemplified by the small-but-perfectlyformed collection of paintings in the gallery upstairs.
Our tutor was Penny Price, a highly accomplished botanical artist, member of
the Society of Scribes and Illuminators (botanical illustration and calligraphy
seem to go hand-in-hand) and excellent teacher. The day was well balanced
between demonstrations of technique – pencil drawing, transferring the finished
drawing to watercolour paper (or vellum, much used by Redouté and his school)
in preparation for painting, manipulating light and shade to help the viewer
‘read’ a painting and – something I hadn’t tried before – stippling. I’m relatively
new to botanical illustration while others at the workshop were much more
experienced. But this is an art where there is always something to learn and
where, like playing the piano, there is no substitute for practice: we all came
away having felt we’d made a small step forward.
And then I went upstairs to look at the works of the master and his pupils,
where it was brought home to me just how far I still have to go to get anywhere
close to the beauty of these works in which roses, lilies and peonies predominate.
But then Redouté, known as ‘the Raphael of flowers’ was preternaturally gifted.
12
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Appointed official court artist to Marie
Antoinette, he survived the terror of the French
Revolution and went on to paint for the
Empress Joséphine.
Most of the 80 pupils in Redouté’s school in
Paris were women, several of whom became
professional painters of flowers. It was the
availability of ready-to-use watercolour paints
which saw a burgeoning of the art – Redouté
had had to grind his own paints in the early
days. The master wrote of his own work that it
set out to ‘captivate the eye of the amateur who
is a complete stranger to natural sciences,
guiding him from admiration of their portrayal
Rosa centifolia foliacea
to contemplation of the plants themselves,
from love of art to study of nature’.
What botanical drawing and painting has
taught me is how to look at plants (adding
hours to any garden visit): counting the
petals of a crane’s-bill; capturing the exact
contours of a ripe greengage; working out
the intricate layers of an iris bud, being
faithful to the way light falls on a holly leaf.
All of this before you get to the fun part of
mixing exactly the right colour. One of the
joys of the Fitzwilliam exhibition is to get
close enough to the works to see where the
painter made his or her mark, and to wonder
at their exquisite detail. Photographs don’t
come close!
Rosa clinophylla

Further reading
Marianne Roland-Michael, The Floral Art of
Pierre-Joseph Redouté (London: Frances Lincoln, 2002)

All illustrations by
Joseph-Pierre Redouité

Pierre-Joseph Redouté, The Roses (Cologne: Taschen, 2001)
Flower Drawings, Fitzwilliam Museum Handbooks (Cambridge University Press, 1997)
Valerie Oxley, Botanical Illustration (Marlborough: The Crowood Press, 2008) and
Billy Showell, Watercolour Flower Portraits (Tunbridge Wells: Search Press, 2006) are
among the titles by members of the Society of Botanical Artists listed on their website
www.soc-botanical-artists.org which also has information about their distance learning
diploma course.
S U F F O L K
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Gardening for the FUTURE
Trudie Willis voices her concerns for gardening and wildlife in the
future and tells us about some child-friendly activities to be found in her
own garden at Priors Oak.

A

fter 35 years making my wildlife and butterfly gardens, I began to open to
visiting parties and charities. It very soon became apparent that most of the
visitors were, shall I say, of mature years and young families a rarity. I began to
realise that the arrival of computers, social networking and mobile phones were
taking the upper hand and children were fast losing interest in outdoor life. The

14
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challenge was on and my
garden needed to change.
For I believe that, if
societies such as yours
are to continue, we need
to have the enthusiasm
of the next generation to
carry on the good work
people are doing today.
Looking back to my
childhood I remember
vividly how we climbed
trees, collected birds
eggs, moths and butterflies, made daisy chains and searched for four leaf clovers. Ponds and rivers were
for wading in and playing pooh sticks, and collecting wild flowers from the
banks. Today we would probably be in a child detention centre for our crimes
and our parents chastised by health and safety experts! So where to begin?
As you enter my garden you walk through a sea of sunflowers – these
magnificent beasts are one of the first things to allow children to grow. Children
need plants that can be seen to grow quickly and excitingly large and colourful,
not to mention the free bird seed at the end of their flowering day. As I write this,
four children have planted pumpkin seeds on a small raised bed and the challenge
is on to see who can grow the biggest pumpkin by Halloween night. Wild
strawberries now grow randomly in my sunny beds waiting to be scrumped, and
daisies and clover are reappearing in my lawns. Is it really that hard to give over
a corner of your garden and greenhouse for children to create their own small
plot and grow a few of their own vegetables? Even a packet of cress on some
blotting paper can be a starter.
Then we come to the wildlife. My garden is now hung with bird, bat and bug
boxes, with butterfly feed stations and endless butterfly attracting plants such as
sedum, marjoram, lavender, dahlias and scabiosa, to name but a few. Don’t look
upon buddleia as a straggly bomb-site invader – there are now lovely varieties in
many forms and colours to be found. Honeysuckles are a must for moths and
also the pure joy of their evening perfume. We can climb up a short ladder and
see bats sleeping in the bat boxes, whilst a piece of corrugated iron laid in long
grass unearths a vole’s nest, a grumpy toad and a slow worm. Jam jars are at the
ready for pond dipping and a magnifying glass soon turns a newt into a dinosaur.
A night time search for glow worms is a must, as is a plate of dog food put out
for hedgehogs.
As for play areas, hidden paths, trees to climb and areas for dens, and not
S U F F O L K
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forgetting places to hide, will all increase the interest and imagination of children.
Swings, ropes and sea saws can all be handmade by indulgent parents or
grandparents.
The digital camera and mobile phone now take place of the type of collecting
we did in our youth. Children are naturally competitive and giving them a list of
birds, insects, fungi and plants to capture on camera will give them endless hours
of fun. A moth trap can be simply made from an old crate and suitable light, and
is guaranteed to get children out of bed early to spot their catch.
These are but a few suggestions that I have implemented in my own garden,
and I am happy to say that, at last, I am seeing families arriving at my open days.
The future of our gardens is in their hands and we need to encourage them back
outside. I hope this article will give food for thought and perhaps encourage you
to put a few of these ideas into practise.
Trudie Willis at Priors Oak, Aldeburgh. Details of next years open days will be
found on the web sites of The National Garden Scheme, Butterfly Conservation
and Suffolk Wildlife Trust.
All the photographs show Trudi’s garden at the recent Suffolk Gardens Trust visit
in July this year. Courtesy Tina Ranft.
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For the DIARY

Nigel Surry

• 6 Oct. 2011 – 8 Jan. 2012 Claude
Lorrain – the Enchanted Landscape,
Ashmolean Museum, Oxford. Don’t
miss this exhibition of work by Claude
Gellée (c.1600–1682), often called
‘The Father of European Landscape’,
whose idyllic Italian landscapes
influenced so many later artists. For
further details, please tel: 01865 278
002 or email: www.ashmolean.org
• 5 Nov. 2011 Landscapes of AngloSaxon Christianity, McDonald Institute
for
Archaeological
Research,
Department of Archaeology, University
of Cambridge, Downing Street,
Cambridge, CB2 3ER. Speakers: John
Blair, Catherine Hills, Steven Bassett,
David Stocker, Sam Turner, Rik Hoggett.
For further details and remainder of the
conference programme for 2011–
2012, please contact Dr S. Oosthuizen
c/o the above address or email:
smo23@cam.ac.uk
• 10 Nov. 2011 ‘Looking Back to Look
Forward,’
Suffolk
Agricultural
Association, Bi-Annual Conference, the
Trinity Park events Centre, Suffolk
Showground. ‘Looking Back to Look
Forward’ is the theme of this fourth biannual conference. Edward Martin will
speak about the ‘Lost Gardens of Suffolk
– the Forgotten Few,’ and Caroline
Holmes will take the audience on a
‘Walk Through Garden History.’ After a
fork lunch, there will be a ‘Gardeners
Question Time’ with questions invited
beforehand and from the floor. The
eminent landscape architect, Kim Wilkie,
with a world-wide portfolio of work, but
widely known locally for his work at
Heveningham, will conclude by ‘Taking
S U F F O L K
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the Past and Developing it for Today’
Cost: £30 for SGT and SAA members,
£35 for non members. SGT is the main
sponsor. For more information please visit
http://www.suffolkshow.co.uk, or by
email:enquiries@suffolkshow.co.uk or tel:
01473 707 110.
• 15 Nov. 2011 The Historic
Buildings, Parks & Gardens Event
2011 – Conference and Trade
Exhibition. Held in conjunction with the
Historic Houses AGM 2011. New
optional extra for this year’s event:
Professional Gardeners Guild (PGG)
Seminar, ‘Innovation or Restoration, the
Historic House Garden Dilemma’. All
day exhibition: over 70 exhibitors will
display products and services used in the
care, repair, conservation and restoration
of historic buildings and surrounding
landscapes. Venue: The Queen Elizabeth
II Conference Centre, Broad Sanctuary,
Westminster, London SW1P 3EE.
To attend the event free of charge please
register online at www.hall-mccartney.
co.uk or email events@hall-mccartney.
co.uk. Telephone enquiries on tel:
01462 896 688.
• 4–6 May 2012 Suffolk Local History
Council, Belstead House Weekend.
‘Suffolk Estates c.1750–1850: Their
buildings, their gardens, parks and
management of their wider estates’.
Further details will be available nearer
the time, although it is known that a field
trip will be included to Heveningham
Hall to see the Capability Brown
landscape, and also the new Kim Wilkie
garden to the rear of the Hall with its
grassed terraces. Telephone enquiries:
01473 686321.
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Protected CROPPING
Adam Paul tells us about some
portable methods for
protecting crops.

O

n many visits by the Walled Kitchen Garden Group we have come across
evidence of a variety of methods for protecting fruit and vegetables in the
garden – systems which were at their height during the Victorian period. They
range from wall-mounted ‘blinds’ to pots, frames and cloches.
Often, we have seen evidence of various types of metal brackets, which are
usually positioned at the top of garden walls, with some sloping downwards at a
45 degree angle. As a general rule these were used to support cotton blinds to
protect fruit from frost. They could be rolled up on sunny days and unrolled in
the late afternoon. I have used hessian with this system for apricots, which I
purchase from builder’s merchants. A more superior system was the use of glass
panels in wooden frames. These would sit on a metal frame at ground level and
be held by metal brackets at the top. Above these brackets was a further glass
cover to prevent the rain from touching and damaging the fruit, for example
causing ‘peach leaf curl’ on peaches. This system also had the benefit of
‘advancing’ the ripening of the fruit. In my own garden I have also used a similar
system with polythene attached to a wooden frame.
Different types of clay pots were regularly used to force or, to use the correct
term, ‘blanch’ crops. Seakale pots were wide at the base, not very tall and with a
lid to exclude light, while rhubarb pots were narrower at the base and much
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higher. Another type is a bell-shaped clay pot, originally from France, which is
used for forcing chicory. When grown in this way the chicory was called chicons.
My personal experience is that this system works well.
We now move on to look at ‘frames’. These consist of a wooden base and ‘top’
with removable handles, and they were often used to form a series of wooden
‘steps’ to increase ventilation. Smaller frames were more easily carried and placed
wherever required. Many frames were used to create ‘hot beds’ to force crops like
melons, lettuce and other fruit and vegetables. The photograph below shows a
large frame held together with metal brackets and ‘wedges’. These would be
removed so that the frame could be dismantled for storage or easily moved to
another area within the garden. The use of static frames was widespread, and
these used brick for the base instead of wood, onto which a wooden frame was
fitted with sliding sashes providing the protection. Our group have often noted,
in a number of different gardens, that these frames have very similar dimensions.
With the advent of cast
iron, it was easier to manufacture a series of ‘lantern’
cloches, which had sides held
together with copper wedges
and a handle at the top, and
were usually formed in one
solid piece with glass set into
the cast iron frame. They
were used to protect ‘cuttings’
as well as other crops.
Glass cloches were formed
by four equal sized pieces of glass held together with a series of ‘sprung’ steel
fittings and a handle. They were known as ‘barn’ cloches’ and were used for overwintering crops. They are not difficult to use – once you have mastered
assembling them – but they are not for the faint hearted. A more simple ‘tent’
cloche, using two panes of glass, was low in construction strength and thus of
limited use.
The glass ‘bell’ cloche, so named because of its shape, was manufactered with
a blob of glass at the top to enable it to be picked up and moved. However,
gardeners found that in the bright sunlight these blobs acted as a magnifying
glass, with the effect that it would ‘burn’ the crop inside. Many a Victorian
gardener would knock off the knobs to cure this problem (see photograph at top
of previous page). So, beware if you come across a ‘bell’ cloche with a knob in
place which is being sold as an ‘antique’, as it could be a modern copy!
All photographs courtesy Jenny Broster.
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Suffolk Gardens Trust LEGENDARY
Oh we do get to enjoy them in the best surroundings!

TEAS
Photos courtesy Geoffrey
Soar and Tina Ranft

Courses & CLASSES

Nigel Surry

• 27 Sept. 2011 West Suffolk • 21–23 Oct. 2011. University of

College,
Bury
St
Edmunds.
Landscape and Ecology of West
Suffolk. Neil Bleay (10 weeks) tel:
01284 716 333; also 10 Jan. and
17 April 2012.

Cambridge, Institute of Continuing
Education, Madingley Hall. The
Victorian garden: innovation and
romance. Caroline Holmes. Also
11–13 May 2012, The Edwardian
Garden. For further information and
• 30 Sept. 2011. West Suffolk the Institute’s full programme please tel:
College, Southgate Community 01223 746 262.
Centre, Bury St Edmunds. Botanical
Illustration. Christine Grey-Wilson (10 • 15 Nov. 2011. Suffolk Record
weeks) tel: 01284 716 333. Also 13 Office, Ipswich. Five More Suffolk
Jan. and 20 April 2012.
Houses and their Estates. Dr Margaret
Thomas (5 weeks). Following on from
• 28 Sept. 2011. Otley College, the success of her previous course, this
Leisure Learning. Garden Design and new course will focus on five more
the Principles of Horticulture. Susan Suffolk estates – Hengrave, Euston,
Stephenson (5 weeks); also 25 April Culford, Livermere and Somerleyton. It
and 20 June 2012 tel:01473 784 will consider the architectural
300. If you are interested in the development of the houses, the
College’s RHS General Certificate evolution of parks and gardens, the
course tel: 01473 785 543
working of the wider estate and the
families and social context that created
• 20 Oct. 2011. WEA, Learning for them. The course will draw on primary
Life, Dunwich and Westleton. sources at Ipswich Record Office,
Coastal Landscapes of East Anglia. investigating in particular, the wide
Chad Goodwin (5 weeks). Please variety of estate archives. Please
contact David Whittaker for further contact the Ipswich branch of the
details, tel: 01728 648 380. For Record Office for further details, tel:
information on other courses, please 01473 584 541.
tel: 01223 417 320.

Contributions to the spring Newsletter should arrive no later than 17 January 2012
sent to: Tina Ranft, address as above. Or if you prefer, email to:
yewdesign@btinternet.com PLEASE NOTE CHANGE OF EMAIL ADDRESS
© Copyright Suffolk Gardens Trust 2011
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Books WORTH NOTING
Brenda Colvin: A Career in Landscape. Trish Gibson. £35.00. (Frances Lincoln
2011).
How To Read Gardens: a crash course in garden appreciation. Lorraine
Harrison. £9.99 (Herbert Press 2010)
The Well-Connected Gardener: a biography of Alicia Amherst, founder of
garden history. Sue Minter. £16.99 (Book Guild Publishing 2010).
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